
The Packaging Innovation Awards celebrates new designs from all corners of the industry that 
fuel creativity, challenge the status quo and advance the future of what packaging can be. From 
cosmetics cases to cereal boxes, the cutting-edge creations that take home awards today 
frequently become commonplace tomorrow.

The history of the awards stretches back over 30 years. The legacy of recognizing the best and 
brightest from around the world lives on through today and into the future. 

It’s more than just a competition – it’s motivation and inspiration. 

Household names and ambitious startups alike come to the awards for the opportunity to be recognized on 
the world’s stage. Few designs are chosen, but all entrants leave with new ideas that could shape the ways 
they rewrite the book on packaging design. 

Some of the benefits enjoyed by the lucky few who win every year include:

Inspiring innovation 
for over 30 years

o Industry-wide recognition and acclaim.

o  Exposure to new markets, labor talent and  
revenue streams.

o  Worldwide social media exposure to  
thousands of people.

o  Visibility through displays and promotions  
at major tradeshows.

o  Cover stories and feature articles in major  
industry publications.

o  The right to use the Packaging Innovation  
Award logo for winning designs and  
promotional materials. 

Why the Packaging Innovation Awards?

Dreamers. Makers. Movers and Shakers. Up-and-Comers  
and Worldwide Brands. 

Any product currently on the market that has been sold commercially for at least six months  
before the August 30, 2022 deadline is eligible. 

What entries qualify?



As part of the evaluation process, judges look for designs that aren’t afraid to push the limits of what 
packaging is and harness the potential of what packaging can be.

Every entry is judged using these criteria 

Entering the competition is easy

1. Visit Dow.com/PackagingAwards to learn more about the awards and register for the awards.  
The deadline to enter is August 30, 2022.

2. Prepare your submission. Include a compelling statement of what it is, how it’s different,  
why it’s necessary and the need or problem it solves.

 Keep your description short and to the point – describe your design with the most  
essential detail and use relevant information that makes your case with data and supports your claims.

 Photos, diagrams and video clips that illustrate the use or function of your  
design are encouraged.   

3. Submit your entry – samples must be received by October 3, 2022.

How are submissions judged?

JUDGING CRITERIA

SUBMISSIONS PROCESS

Technological advancement
o New and/or clever use of materials
o  New technology integration in the pack or  

through the value chain
o Creative configuration and/or assembly
o Increased production and/or distribution efficiency

Enhanced user experience*
o  Fulfills a user’s need and/or provides an  

enhanced experience
o  Aids product merchandising and  

encourages purchase
o Improves and enhances product accessibility
o Establishes a preferred price/value equation

Responsible Packaging
o Increased packaging line and/or conversion efficiency
o Benefits the greater good
o Supports and advances a more circular economy
 - Incorporates recycled content in the design
 - Designed to be reused, refilled or recycled
o Reduced CO2 emissions
 - Greater resource and production efficiency**
 - Helps reduce production and packaging waste
 -  Made with bio-based and/or  

compostable materials

Four award levels – Silver, Gold, Platinum and Diamond – recognize designs that demonstrate excellence 
across three criteria: technological advancement, responsible packaging and enhanced user-experience.

o Silver: Excellence in one criteria

o Gold: Excellence two criteria

o Platinum: Excellence in three criteria

o Diamond:  Unanimously chosen to be the absolute best out of all entries 

Award structure

* “User” defined as the consumer and any users across the value chain
**  Includes reductions of packaging waste and environmental considers, such as energy, water and soil



We want to help you make the most of the opportunity to have your design recognized at the 2022 
Packaging Innovation Awards. We’ve collected some of the more commonly asked questions to make the 
preparation and entry process as easy as possible.

Q:  How much does it cost to submit an entry?

A:  There’s no entry fee. All entries are completely free, which helps to ensure every  
submission is judged fairly.

Q:  Do I need separate entries for submissions with different configurations?

A:  Only if the different configurations involve different technologies. Otherwise, samples of the other 
configurations aren’t necessary. 

Q:  Are products that haven’t been released into the market eligible for entry?

A:    Products must be available on the market and commercially sold for at least six months  
prior to the August 30, 2022 deadline in order to qualify for entry.

Q:  Can products that are currently only available in other regions/countries be  
considered in the competition?

A:  Yes! The Packaging Innovation Awards is an international awards contest for every area of the worldwide 
packaging industry value chain.

Q:  Are physical samples required for submissions?

A:  Yes. Physical samples are an essential part of the judging process. Submissions without  
them won’t be considered.

Q:  Should submitted designs be empty or filled with product?

A:  Because every submission has unique attributes and features, consider sending a filled design if the key 
points and benefits of your design wouldn’t be properly demonstrated if empty. Designs for perishable or 
refrigerated goods should be sent empty or filled with imitation products.

Q:  Can I submit only one sample if the product contained in the package or the design  
itself is too expensive or bulky?

A:  We’re happy to work with you to make accommodations or adjustments. Email us with questions about 
your specific needs so we can provide the best advice for your situation.

FAQs

Additional questions or concerns? Contact us at fpkawards@dow.com. We’re happy to help! 
Visit the Award Force submission platform for more information or to begin the entry process.
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